
 The official wedding ceremony is followed by a tea 
service in the afternoon, after which the couple pays a 
visit to the home of the bride’s parents, where she is now 
received as a guest. The end of the wedding and rituals 
takes place at the banquet venue, or wedding reception, in 
the evening.

The reception is given by the groom’s family and is generally 
considered as public recognition of the union since the 
guests, often several hundred people, may include co-
workers, supervisors, associates, school teachers, temple 
friends, and neighbors. In Korea, a few separate wedding 
feasts are given by the parents of bride and groom for their 
respective communities, companies, and churches.

 In China, certain types of food are commonly served at 
the wedding banquet, including whole fish, roast suckling 
pig, pigeon, chicken cooked with red oil, lobster, and sweet 
bun with lotus seeds stuffed inside. The pronunciation of 
fish in Chinese is the same as “abundance,” meaning the 
newlyweds will have a plentitude of wealth. Roast pig is 
usually served whole, a symbol of the bride’s purity. Pigeon 
implies a peaceful future for the family. Chicken means 
phoenix, while lobster is literally called “dragon” in Chinese.  
Having lobster and chicken together at the wedding feast 
indicates harmony of the two and that a balance of Yin and 
Yang elements has been achieved. The bride will be offered 
dumplings that are boiled half-raw. The pronunciation of 
“raw” in Chinese is the same as giving birth to children, an 
indication of family prosperity.

 In Japan, the newlyweds drink sake wine from two 
cups tied together with a red string, arms intertwined.  
Wedding speeches and blessings are essential at Japanese 
receptions. Family, friends, colleagues, and teachers all 
stand up at one point or another and wish the couple well.  
Traditionally, these speeches might be moralistic tales 
about matrimony’s importance. Today, they have evolved 
into heartfelt messages of love from the people who know 
the newlyweds.
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1. Why are so many people invited to the   
 wedding reception?

2. How does the Chinese banquet present a  
 harmony of the new family?

3. What kind of deserts do the Chinese usually  
 serve at the wedding feasts?

4. Do I need to give a speech at a Japanese  
 reception if I know the newlyweds?


